Instruction Manual

instrument neck Yoke and
locking cable accessories
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Description
Guitar / Guitarron Yoke
Bass / Cello Yoke
Violin / Viola / Vihuela Yoke
Locking Cable 8¼", 10" or 11"
Black Plastic Spacer
Flat Washer
Lock Nut
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note:

Please read and understand these instructions for before attempting installation,
assembly or use.

note:

Remove all items from the shipping cartons and arrange them in a convenient location.
Refer to the illustrations on the following pages. If you need additional information,
contact the Wenger Corporation using the information below.

Warranty

The Instrument Neck Yoke and Locking Cable Accessory is guaranteed free of defects in materials and
workmanship for five full years.
Our guarantee assures you of either a full refund or repair or replacement of the defective materials or
workmanship without charge, at the discretion of our Customer Service Department. Just call a
Customer Service Representative at 1-800-887-7145 and state the reason you are dissatisfied. If a
product return is necessary, your representative will issue a return authorization. This is your sole
remedy for breach of this warranty.
Should you have a question or problem with any Wenger product, don’t hesitate to call, even if the
product is past warranty. It’s important to us that all our customers be satisfied.
This is the sole warranty made by Wenger. Wenger disclaims all other warranties, including the
warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, as well as all liability for incidental,
consequential, special, and indirect damage. Wenger liability for direct damages shall be limited to the
amount you paid for the product involved. Wenger reserves the right to make product changes without
obligation to incorporate such changes into products previously sold.
Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of damages or warranties, so the above may not
apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may also have other rights which vary
from state to state.
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Safety PrecautionS
Throughout this manual you mayl find cautions and warnings which are defined as follows.
•
•

warning means that failure to follow the instruction may result in serious injury or death.
caution means that failure to follow the instruction may result in serious injury or damage to
property.
Read all of the safety instructions before using or installing any Instrument Neck Yoke or Locking Cable
Accessory.

! caution
Make sure that anyone working
with the equipment has read and
understands this manual.

inStallation
note:

! caution

! caution

of

Always observe and comply
with the Warnings and Cautions
posted on the system
equipment.

Failure to comply with Warnings
and Cautions in this document
can result in damage to
property or serious injury.

neck yoke

The neck yoke installation and locking cable are two different accessories but must be installed
together. If you are not installing the locking cable, disregard all reference to the locking cable
in the following instructions.
if installing the locking cable, please refer to the following pages.

1. Select the spacing for the neck yokes that keeps the instruments separated enough to prevent
interference with each other.
2. Add a flat washer (6) to the threaded end of the neck yoke.
3. Insert the neck yoke (1) into the desired slot of the upper support bar (9).
4. Add a flat washer (6) to the threaded end of neck yoke (1) on the back side of the upper support
bar (9).
5. Secure with the lock nut (7).
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neck yoke & locking cable

1. Select the locking cable (4) length based on the size of the instrument neck.
note: There are three different lengths of locking cable (4).
2. Remove the black plastic spacer (5) from the threaded end of the neck yoke (1).
3. Install one locking cable end loop (4) onto the threaded end of the neck yoke (1).
4. Reinstall the black plastic spacer (5) with the wide end away from the neck yoke (1).
5. Add a flat washer (6) to the threaded end of the neck yoke.
6. Select the spacing for the neck yokes that keeps the instruments separated enough to prevent
interference with each other. Insert the neck yoke (1) into the desired slot of the upper support
bar (9).
7. Add a flat washer (6) to the threaded end of neck yoke (1) on the back side of the upper support
bar (9).
8. Secure with the lock nut (7).
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Securing

the

inStrument

Carefully place the instrument on the lower padded support bars and recline it into the neck yoke.
Continue to hold the instrument and check that it is stable in this position

Securing

the inStrument with the locking cable

1. Bring the locking cable (4) around the instrument neck.
2. Secure the locking cable (4) to the upper support bar (9) by placing a padlock (not provided)
through the end loop of the locking cable (4) and one of the holes in the upper support
bar (9).
note: If necessary, change the length of the locking cable by disassembling the neck yoke/cable
assembly and substituting a different length.
It is generally desirable to use the shortest possible cable and a padlock position close to the
yoke position as it is clamped into the upper support bar. If the locking cable is too long or the
padlock position is too far away, it may be possible to lift the instrument off the yoke and twist it
so that there is slack in the cable and the instrument can be moved out of the locking cable loop.
Some experimentation may be required to find the best locking cable length and padlock position
for the best security.
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